
some how while I know my destiny is really uncertain. Myrthe found a possibility to apply to a job at the beautiful Rudolf Steiner center in Yärna, so will see. It would be a good solution for
some years and would allow us to save money and be with August. Later in the afternoon I went to the gym and trained all my body parts since tomorrow I am on my way to the Netherlands to
celebrate a whole year together with Myrtina...

In sunny and warm Netherlands after a whole day of traveling, leaving a most cold and snowy Sweden. It is obviously nicer here but I did left quite some work behind which hopefully I can
resume when I get back. It will be a long way back however as Jacek at last invited me to take part of a seminar discussion on life logging next week and I will have to be in Malmo for some
extra days. Aside form buying new tickets then and trying to get reimbursed (which has not yet occurred), I have also being kept writing my short papers describing each part of my project. I feel
inspired to do so, to reveal each part of my project also in writings even though I just got rejected with quite bad reviews on a paper I wrote for a conference in Canada (this prior reading all the
life logging related articles I read in the past months). I will keep up, head down and see where these years of my life will take me. Academia is quite a tricky place where to be, I can learn how
to be precise and objective but I might also get stuck if I am not careful. SO far I thought not to get stuck and I have to say that this fighting has brought me ahead with a more clear structure of
my work. The structure I have imposed to myself is really everything... an the really issue has so far been that of fitting within other structures... I am still there however, attempting my
autonomy.

Today the weather here in Utrecht was quite breath taking with an amazing light and heat but nonetheless I felt rather demotivated about my academic work in general. I followed Myrthe to her
work and than I kept in the new university library but got even more sad seeing all this youth seating writing scientific articles.... gush, with all the promise that media has brought about, all the
means one could convey and communicate, all these youth were doing was writing dogmatic papers. I had to get out and walk and walk and walk till I reached a park and did my tai chi with the
police wondering what the heck I was doing. On the way back it was better and I could keep up my own writing about my own artistic practice. After a sandwich in the sun with Myrthe, both
concerned with our works, i could finally envision a good structure for my small academic-like papers. I wrote one more today but then sat off again for a walk throughout all this flat but
charming old city, enjoying the blossoming trees and most of all the sun. Now back home, recovering a bit before a small pic nic with Myrthe and then a short meeting up with Mister America,
old Jason.

The day started with rain but I felt better nonetheless and went again to the university library in front of Myrthe's new job. I wrote for hours and hours this time a paper related to the Archive part
of my project, a paper that i will publish within my Website and no third party will have anythign to change about it. I rote non stop, bringing back the memories and motivations on how the
project actually started. It was intense and I only took a break to go with Myrtina to a nice little café on the canal, seating inside a meter from the water. We try to save money and shared a
meager meal but nonetheless I soon back to write and sent off this paper together with a new little plan to my supervisor Stina, specifically telling her that I do not wish these artistic papers on
mine to be touched or processed by academia, I just want them as a reference. later the sun started to shine and I took again a walk like yesterday but it was too cold for an ice cream and I did
some tai chi by the river instead and later ended in one of Myrthe's friends galleries... it wouldn't be bad to establish contact with a gallerist and she was rather interested about my work but who
knows. Back home I checked my e-mail and saw that  was really happy about a video I posted showing all the clips of me walking in the past year. This compliment got me a bit of
enthusiast and I further posted and sent the video to others. i then went to do some groceries with Myrthe and now Hanneke and Koen are at our place, in the center of very central Utrecht... I will
miss it!

Another day in Utrecht. The promising sunny beginning turned out into once again a rainy and coldish weather... Today, Myrthe and I did not loose time in bed and went straight up to work, or at
least that was my proposition since she had still quite some work left to do including applying to the job at the astrophysics school we visited last week. Some time later we biked to her brother
and I really felt like eating vegetables instead of again this carbohydrate based breakfast so I proposed to go out to one of the many nice Arab stores in the area where I got allot of fruit for a
salad. The little Peppino really liked and we ate it all along with nice sandwiches. After that, Myrthe and I stopped at a café to work and I got a few pages descriptions done about an additional
part of my project. Soon I did not feel like writing anymore and we went for a bike ride but there was a rainy cloud over us and got wet. At last we went home and to bed before going out again
to get me new pants. I am always very careful about spending money and might have to put some breaks on Myrtina, who seems to follow up to her enthusiasm of purchasing... will see how that
goes. Now home for some work again (again something I have tried to initiate, before going off for the evening to babysit the kids of one of Myrthe's friends).

A weird day after yesterday, babysitting the sons of Myrthe's friends, her bag got stolen with her wallet and laptop but also my good old camera. We were at the police station yesterday and again
today but we were advised to wait and see if the bag turns out after the weekend. I did play a bit the apache however trying to look for it in parks and so forth but nothing really. I was not really
worry but poor Myrthe had allot of work on her laptop. This has however got me prepared for the worst as I am writing, I am also making a back up of my whole project on the external hard-
drive I used to back up and leave to Myrthe. What a little shame but nonetheless we were very close Myrthe and i today, hugging and caressing allot. In the afternoon she stayed in the attic while
I went to see for possible new cameras. Some of them were quite tempting, robust and old fashion looking but at last I decided to stick to my old model which can be more cheaply found on-line
(it is just very heavy). "C'est la vite"... On my way back, after some rain the sun was shining again and I took Myrtina out for a walk in beautiful ancient Utrecht, with all its fantastic different and
unusual views and most of all the sun. I really feel the kind of depression I get in Sweden here is completely gone. It might be a bit depressing though to be living here without a job but for that
we have some time to prepare such as learning the language. Now time for some omelet and more of the good Malcom X movie we were watching yesterday.

I feel a little weird today to write on this Journal since I have started writing an article about it as part of my Juridic project. Anyhow, today it is August ninth birthday and a year Myrthe and I are
together. Things have changed, Myrthe is moving in, life has become more cozy, other expectations like my carrier in academia, has become quite compromised. Anyhow, I still pursue my
discipline and even made it to a park today to do tai chi. These last months in Utrecht, the city looks most beautiful with the sun opening beautiful views on the canals. Back in the attic I even had
to throw away a little mouse and made a sallad for me and Myrtina who was very full of love despite the fact that we are left without much equipment like my camera and her new laptop, all
stolen in the weekend. Latter, after starting to write a paper on this Journal, I walked down the Arab road to meet Friso, some kind of a cool curator in town. It was sunny, we were out for a few
hours and we talked allot, mostly of politics and nothing really about art. I still think that somehow, because of all these political phobias, artists who actually produce, like western outsiders or
eastern elders are sort of cut out even more, "excluded" as Friso would himself say. Now back home, my last night in Utrecht before going to Jacek tomorrow.

An unexpected day, Utrecht being most beautiful with the spring sun but myself feeling completely dried up in my soul after a discussion with Myrthe yesternight. It was the evening in which we
were supposed to celebrate our first year anniversary but she started complaining about the fact that I will never have a work as I am so confrontational with my bosses. Indeed I am and she
really hit the point as I am so used to work by myself. At last, after a burger together, I did not know what to say or do. I was trying to tell her that that´in fact me and later gave her the option of
staying in the Netherlands if he liked it and in fact she did accept this offer, completely devastating me. I basically could not close my eyes all night, completely paralyzed and ready for a solitary
life. In the morning she went off that I slept a bit and then went to Jason for a tea and a walk in the sun, hearing him filled with notions on capitalism. I also went to the police station to report on
my stolen camera; hopefully the insurance will reimburse me something. Back in the charming attic, I was able to write a new article on the Origins part of my project and Myrthe latter joined
me for a short walk but I was stone silent for quite some time, accepting our new destiny of a prolonged distance relationship which I hate because of all these technologies involved. At last I
hugged her and cried hard, making her black curly hairs most yet and being unable to watch her going. I soon took off for the airport where she actually wrote me that in fact we should stick to
the plan of her coming over... it must be quite demanding for her to leave such a charming environment but I did reassure her that it wont be for long and I am also willing to move to the
Netherlands despite the fact that I will have to start again from zero.

An okay day in cold Sweden with Jacek, with allot to talk to one another non stop and at last walking through the wind to his university, feeling gain quite angry about our situation, unable to
address our own work. Anyhow, at last attending a little informal several on data and hearing a very nice presentation by Jacek, really proper and with an explanation of his practice incorporated,
which made me feel very happy. At lunch I could not really concentrate to talk to anybody. It feels for me now that socializing in the end brings nothing really, other maybe than a few pictures of
acquaintances but this is not usually the case in academia where everyone is so careful. Later it was much more fun however, going out for a beer (I took an non-alcoholic one) and discover the
real side of certain people and also their struggle with an academia they find so absurd and disconnected with reality. One research in particular, an older woman from Blekinge was quite
intellectually stimulating on this and we talked a long hour without perceiving that she felt we were any weird. Later we went home and talked to Jacek's roommates, a very young couple from
Gotland but it feels that I somehow always get a bit distant from engaging into new conversations. At last Jacek played with the guitar and with had some unpretentious pure fun...

I really thought this day was going to be quite boring. I did in fact walked again to Jacek's university on the other side of Malmö and hanged out with him for some time, still getting frustrated
about the academic field in which we are told to work without any particular initiative possible. After getting some food I got on the train to Stockholm, crossing half of Sweden from the very
south to the very center. There I met a Chinese man of 66 traveling with his wife and friends, all amateur photographers which reminded me that I should stick to my system camera and also
reminded me how beautiful it is to travel. I am caught up for now in one place, with a job and a kid and a girlfriend with whom I try to establish a serious relationship and have not really
dedicated myself to any long distance traveling. Things are however different now; Myrthe decided at last to keep in the Netherlands and I follow up to Davide's example: I shall keep leaving on
the moon and visit the planet off and on. I had quite some contact with Canada today,  hearing not only from  but also from Davide who congratulate me for my video montages. This
also reminds me about my mission in Sweden: construct my Virtual reality like he constructs his amazing music videos. I shall not waste my talent! Now I am off to little August. I ran like crazy
from the train to the metro and I have in fact made it half an hour in advance, making him not really wait for me. We will be able to enjoy the sun together for sometime... it was a bit painful
showing my photographs to the Chinese man of the time I was in China; all photos of little August... hw much love I gave to that kid and how much I would have wanted to give him more!

I woke up at August's place very early in the morning. The sky was really clear and my head filled with dream and myself rather clear to finally seat down and keep on writing about the various
parts of my project. After taking August to kindergarten I did some tai-chi and hesitated to go indoor to meet Liselott but she was gone. I was also rather hesitant to talk to Myrthe now that she
has decided to keep in her country with her family but more particularly now that she has started to see the negative sides of my disciplined faith. I will just wait now and do not take any
decision, all of a sudden just thinking about myself and my clear duties in life: follow August to his maturity as well as finish my project. Hopefully there will be way to go about it. I sort of had
a feeling I wanted to go and leave in a little cabin by the water and already looked into it, this to clean up my spirit and eventually get back to my farming, as an old retiring soldier. We will see
however what is also the willing of God. Anyway, it was so sunny out that I took a walk to the supermarket and got the money I needed later in the afternoon to buy a used lens to reconfigure my
new camera as the old one that was just robbed. After the purchase I went with August down to Stora Skuggan; the bags I was carrying where really heavy but I did want to show him the place
where I often used to take him when he was little to be among animals... how much have things changed over time... and yet I did want to keep living in that apartment, just Liselott wanted
something bigger and made fun of me. We are on our way home, the usual long way but both August and I make all this time relative with our computer devices.

Today I woke up that I was still rather closed and still avoided to say I love you to Myrthe, feeling that it is going to be hard if she is not coming to live with me. In a way really what I find hard
is to have to go through technologu everyday we need to get in touch, whether through video conference or flyong over to her. We would actually be quite poor living on one salary and have no
entry back in the Netherlands with the recession hitting but will see. For now I concentrate on August like today fulfilling his idea of going by bike to camp. It took some time to prepare. I first
talked to Myrtina feeling much love and then got all food, tent, jackets and sleeping bag on my bike, including my new camera to resume filming. We biked for some hours with the spring sun
burning on our face... it was lovely and August did but a few uphills walking and then I just pushed him up by the neck. Slowly with did manage to the camping facing the amazing sea and the
Rudolf Steiner's inspired center where Myrthe just applied for work... that would be a dream... Now I am seating on a rock by the water. August and I had to walk out of the camping and into a
residential area with tiny houses. Some of them were cute but still it is too much to take over and saturate such an amazing place... no place left for us gentle nomads. We did manage a fire
though and now the sun is setting and I am typing on the phone ready for a minus degree night with my kid... let's hope for the best!

An intense day out camping. After an idyllic lighting fire with the amazing view of the Baltic sea in front of very nice but crowded free time neighborhood, we got back to our tent that the sun
had set and I was planning to jump in the tent but an old man came with a car a demanded us for the camping payment. I only had my credit card and did try before to find somebody in the
camping but it was deserted. The old Swed could not speak English and I did not want to speak Swedish and thus sound like an immigrant. I did not mind leaving but he acted like a real Nazi,
waiting for us on the car to leave and making August crying. At which point, feeling he no pity for such a little creature who had no other alternatives but to spend the night in the forest, I jell at
him and took a picture of his target plate. He then came out ready to beat the shit out of me. Despite having training boxing so much in the last months, seeing he was old and seeing August
seeing us, I decided to avoid him and at last he calmed down. I then packed up as I could all the tent and sleeping bag and walked with August over a muddy field in the forest after he escorted us
with his car out. His daughter's husband came and rescued us after I talked to her, placing us in a very wet ground next to the road. Having to sleep with the cars passing and in the same sleeping
bag with a snoring August, it was a quite hard night and I stayed awake for a long time till at last I woke up with the daylight and went down to the water to see the sunrise. I also kept in the
warm bathroom and went out again to do tai-chi, leaving August sleeping longer. As I started writing a piece about the Nazi unhumaness of these Germanic folk, the old man came again. I
thought he was coming to apologize like a good Christian but he actually came to kick us out once more. I did not say anything but just loaded the bike and woke August. The latter was in a good
mood and together we went once again to Rudolf Steiner's cultural house. It was really beautiful there but I once again had a strong feeling that these people, these yet to be corrupted Germans,
one day might as well explode and get rid of all darker hair people, me included. August is now aware of this, he saw it with his eyes once more as his grandfather kicked me out of his farm, all
because I have dares to seek for a poetic life. Nonetheless we saved a few crowns for the camping and today I treated August like a king, particularly given the fact that we survived minus degree
temperature and the tent was in fact frozen when I went out. I offered him an expensive cake and wild meat before hitting back to the train station in Järna where we took the train home. Now we
are instead on the train to his mother and I have been feeling quite mentally tired. I thought about moving somewhere closer but it also all depends on Myrthe, if she will get her job and if I will
get the new one at the University of the Arts. 

I woke up today and got allot of work done im my living studio, removing the shelves I had previously intended for the outcomes of my project and making more space for the various
prototypes. I thus kept up archiving the various outcomes of my work into boxes and latter tried also to find a better solution to backup my project on the server I am currently utilizing at home.
After some pasta I walked to the city center, despite the weather turned again quite bad. There I got a cutter knife to continue cutting up my paintings and finish to store them and then went to the
library but did not manage much since I was told by a colleague that i will have to teach this Friday... I barely teach these days but I liked the challenge although I will not be able to go to sweet
Myrthe since next week also I will go to and then later is Easter and I will have to spend it with August who is now sick! It is still not clear what the future will look like, whether
Myrthe will come living here and what I will do with my research but I got a good insight on that today and thought that I could just concentrate doing studies on what people understand of my
project and to what degree they need my assistance to decipher it. Now home to test again the server and start cutting some panels.

A pretty good day sleeping rather late and at last have many dreams despite all the skyping I had to do yesterday with Myrthe and later  After a proper project update, getting quite
frustrated of the fact that I can't quite make a back up of my big archive now, I went to the university for the useless pedagogy course and then met my supervisor Stina. She was nice and liked
the idea that I can focus on how people can make sense of my archive... there it goes then! I came to Sweden to build this interface and now I finally get it, I can develop it! She was so open as to
tell me that I can write half of my thesis talking about how I made the project and how it functions while the other half doing reception studies... how great, implement and then letting it out to
the world! Meantime Myrthe got notified that she will be interviewed for the job in the Rudolf Steiner center, I will keep my finger crossed as that would be a great idyllic place where to build
my Virtual building. After chatting a bit with her I was able to make all arrangements for my upcoming trips to courses and conferences through the university travel agency. Traveling has
become far more expensive, particularly from Sweden which is a bit scary in a way now that I have a relationship with Myrthe in the Netherlands... Latter I also manage to go to the gym to do
my exercises and finally got a call from Liselott that August still feel sick and she is coming my way to leave him to me. It is nice to have a person I love close and with him Myrthe.

I did not expect today to be so productive but in fact I woke up feeling rather happy about the agreement I finally reached with my department and kind supervisor Stina. I actually got the idea
that, rather than only showing my Virtual environment, folk should come to my studio and experience the Visning, my living studio where not only the project is produced but also a sample of
each part of the project is displayed. I then thought to also present the outcomes of the project in the wall and really got quite far today installing screens, mounting cabinets and building small
tables and shelves. I also got little poor August to work for me sweeping the house, holding the planks that I was sawing and now he is even cooking for me while I write on this Journal. I will
pay him as I did few weeks ago already! Well, also as a reward I guess I have to show him a movie... I did not seat all day and my right uncle is inflamed...

Another day spent with August but I was not really concentrated to have fun with him but I was rather quite absorbed in fixing up the mess that I have now initiated, resuming the Visning part of
the project and adding to it the 18 outcomes. On top of that I have been rather agitated of the fact that Myrtina was going to have the job interview with the people from Yettergärna. Nonetheless
August and I took a walk to Södertälje city center. It was cold out with the spring still feeling far away. After briefly stopping to feed the birds with old Christmas bread, we went over to a small




